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Abstract
Grain structure analysis plays an important role in the identification of grain boundary
characteristics, which can affect the efficiency of Cadmium Telluride/Cadmium Sulfide
(CdTe/CdS) solar cells since they can act as recombination centers for carriers. Computer
simulations such as molecular dynamics (MD) can be a very convenient and cost- effective method
of investigating the growth evolution and grain structure of materials. The recently reported and
experimentally validated MD simulated growth of polycrystalline CdTe/CdS films shows that
these materials mostly consist of zinc blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) structures, along with highly
disordered atoms. However, little information about the semiconductor compound grain structure
quantification and evolution has been reported in the literature.
In this dissertation, several computational tools were used to analyze the formation and
behavior of grains and grain boundaries in polycrystalline CdTe/CdS structures. A computational
approach was applied to analyze the CdTe/CdS films obtained from our molecular dynamics
simulations. It was demonstrated that by focusing on ZB and WZ structures, or even cation and
anion sublattices of the tetragonal crystal structure of the compound, the parameters obtained from
the centrosymmetric, polyhedral template matching and common neighbor analyses can be used
to calculate the orientation of each atom in the grain tracking algorithm. This provides a variety of
useful information, such as grain domains, grain orientations, and sample texture. Furthermore,
microstructure evolution was performed to understand grain growth mechanisms and kinetics.
There are other useful features that are not included in the current tool, such as identification and
tracking of point defects — especially vacancies at grain boundaries. Nonetheless, the current
approach is useful and our CdTe/CdS results provide inputs for further computational studies to
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relate grain structures to physical, chemical, mechanical, and electronic properties. Moreover,
dynamic machine learning models of structure evolution could be developed using these identified
features through an automated procedure.
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Chapter 1: Introduction & Motivation
Properties of semiconductors derive from their microstructure. To make improvements, it
is important to understand how grain structure features evolve during growth. In polycrystalline
layers, the microstructure is usually complex with a wide variety of features present. Having an
efficient way to identify important features and track their evolution is useful to study the
formation of complex microstructures. For example, in CdTe/CdS based solar cells, the nature of
the polycrystalline heterointerface has a strong influence on the energy conversion efficiency.
However, identifying and tracking the evolution of important features during their formation is a
challenging problem [1]. Computational simulation of crystal growth via molecular dynamics
yields time-resolved, 3-dimensional structural data sets with atomic scale resolution that are
amenable to detailed analysis [2]. Different types of post-processing analysis, such as stress and
energy analysis of the computational samples, are readily available. However, the identification
and tracking of features is an area that is rapidly evolving. One example is a command-line
program developed by Liu and Zhang [3] to identify perfect crystal structures, such as facecentered cubic (FCC), body-centered cubic (BCC) and hexagonal close packed (HCP) crystals and
quantify the defects. Tucker and Foiles [4] developed algorithms to find individual grains in the
nanocrystalline nickel sample. Xu and Li [5] presented their systemic approach to characterize
grain, grain boundary interface and vertex atoms in the copper sample. Another example is the
MATLAB-implemented algorithm, which is known as the Grain Tracking Algorithm (GTA) It is
developed by Panzarino and Rupert, which identifies crystalline grains and grain orientations in
FCC and BCC structures [6]. However, one limitation of these tools is that they cannot identify
and track zinc blende (ZB) structures. The Open Visualization Tool (OVITO) software created by
Stukowski et al. [7], which identifies lattices and atomic structure type, recently added the
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capability to identify grains containing ZB and WZ structure. However, a grain tracking function
is still not available in OVITO.
This dissertation analyzes the simulated growth of polycrystalline CdTe/CdS films. For
both qualitative and quantitative growth analysis, different postprocessing tools are used. In this
work, a computational approach to identify, isolate, analyze, and track the evolution of grains in
polycrystalline multilayers containing zinc blende and wurtzite phases is described. A combination
of tools is used to accomplish this. Moreover, dynamic analysis of microstructure evolution has
been performed to understand grain growth mechanisms and kinetics.
With this information, it will be easier to study the material properties, especially
mechanical and electronic properties. Furthermore, identified grain features, shown in Table 1,
could also be used in an automated format to develop dynamic prediction models in machine
learning for further analysis. Overall, this work will allow the development of better predictive
simulations of grain structure evolution, which will provide valuable insights into making better
quality materials for solar cells.
Table 1 : List of Grain Features
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Chapter 2: Technical Background
2.1 Overview
CdTe/CdS solar cells convert the energy of light into electricity very efficiently due to its
high optical absorption coefficient [8] and ideal band gap (1.5 eV). Additionally, CdTe thin film
solar cells have a competitive module cost in the market (~ 45¢/W), making them a desirable thin
film technology. However, practically, the solar cell efficiency is below the Shockley-Queisser
efficiency limit. To increase competitiveness compared to fossil fuels, increasing the solar
conversion efficiency in CdTe modules from 22% to 28% is critical.
The polycrystalline nature, lattice mismatch, and other crystal growth phenomena of CdTe
and CdS materials cause defects that reduce the open-circuit voltage. Defects trap carriers and
reduce the voltage, fill-factor (FF) and efficiency of CdTe/CdS PV modules. Moreover, spatial
non-uniformity of grains in polycrystalline films creates losses and interdependencies between
various device components and this has compelled a predominantly empirical development of the
device. Recent enhancements on material quality at the atomic scale have increased the solar cell
efficiency up to 22.1% and have confirmed new pathways to increase CdTe/CdS solar cell
efficiency to theoretical values. Since its theoretical efficiency limit is ~30% [9], there is still a
7.9% room for improvement.
In order to achieve efficiencies above 22.1%, the open circuit voltage (Voc) needs to be
increased [10]. Voc depends on the saturation current, and the saturation current is affected by
carrier recombination and concentration. Carrier recombination occurs at defects, such as grain
boundaries [11]. Thus, it is important to study the granular microstructure, which is determined by
its grain evolution and the types of grain boundaries [1] present in the structure. However, the
structure and evolution of these grain boundaries is not fully understood. Therefore, to increase
the Voc, a deeper understanding of grain boundary structures and their evolution in the
polycrystalline CdTe/CdS layer stack is required.
In order to create an effective computational method to study the microstructure of
CdTe/CdS films, it is important to create simulated structures that closely mimic the texture and
3

formation of real films. It is also important to characterize the simulated structures and compare
them to experimental results for validation. Methods that yield validated structures can then be
used to study the evolution of structure and finally predict structures based on processing
conditions. Figure 1 shows the growth simulation of a CdTe on CdS polycrystalline bilayer
obtained from molecular dynamic simulations. The simulated computational CdTe/CdS sample
contains grain structures, boundaries, and interfaces very similar to experimental results.

Figure 1: Molecular dynamics growth simulation of CdTe and CdS polycrystalline layers,
showing grain boundaries and interfaces.
2.2 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a simulation technique for studying the interactions of atoms
in a system. The great computational advantage of classical MD is its high computing efficiency.
It provides detailed molecular/atomic level information. The potential energy of the system is
calculated using mathematical functions called interatomic potentials. Interatomic potentials are
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usually written as the series expansion of functional terms that depend on the position of one, two,
three, or N atoms at a time. There are different types of interatomic potentials, such as the Bond
Order potential [12], Lennard-Jones potential [13], Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential [14], and
others. In this work, a SW potential is used for all simulations.
2.2.1 Interatomic Potential
A Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential is chosen as the interatomic potential for this research
work because it captures accurately the experimental atomic volumes, cohesive energies, and
elastic properties of CdTe and CdS [15]. It also predicts the crystalline growth of II-VI compounds
correctly [2]. This potential formalism was developed by Frank H. Stillinger and Thomas A. Weber
in 1985. Since then, it was widely used for the simulation of silicon and other elements. The SW
potential is based on two terms that represent the interaction between two particles and three
particles respectively [16], as shown in Equation (1), where θjik is the angle formed by the ij bond
and the ik bond, and g(r) is the decaying function with a cutoff between the first and the second
neighbor shell.
𝑉=

!
"

!

∑#$ 𝜑'𝑟#$ ) + ∑#$% 𝑔(𝑟#$ )𝑔(𝑟#% )(𝑐𝑜𝑠θ#$% + )"
&

(1)

In a system of atoms, this interatomic potential is used to obtain the force acting upon each
individual atom. Similarly, their acceleration is determined by the net interatomic force divided by
the atom’s mass. The velocities can also be calculated by integrating acceleration over time. Once
the forces acting on the atoms are known, the positions of the atoms can be updated. Finally, the
calculations are performed again for the new positions [17]. Since the potential has been widely
used to study grain structures in CdTe/CdS systems [2], [18], [19], knowledge of grain boundary
mobilities using the same potential has an additional advantage for comparing to previous studies.
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2.2.2 Newton’s Law of Particle Motion
The computational task in an MD simulation is to integrate the set of coupled differential
equations (Newton’s equations) given by the following equations:
𝑚#

)))⃗!
'(

)))⃗!
'-

= 444⃗
𝑣,

'+

'+

= 44⃗
𝐹,

(3)
(4)

In here, mi is the mass of atom i, 𝑟4⃗, and 444⃗
𝑣, are its position and velocity vectors, and 44⃗
𝐹, is the force
on a given atom i. If there are a total of 𝑁.+ atoms in the system, the force acting on the 𝑖 +/ atom
at a given time can be obtained from the gradient of the interatomic potential V(𝑟⃗! , 𝑟444⃗,
𝑟& … , 4444444⃗)
𝑟0"#
" 444⃗,
as follows:
44⃗, = −∇
444⃗, V(𝑟⃗! , 444⃗,
𝐹
𝑟" 𝑟444⃗,
4444444⃗)
& … ,𝑟
0"#

(5)

The equation of motion can be solved numerically once the initial conditions and the interaction
potentials are defined. The result of the solution are the positions and velocities of all the atoms
as a function of time, 𝑟4⃗(𝑡),
4𝑣4⃗(𝑡).
,
,
2.3 LAMMPS
The Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [20] is a
classical molecular dynamics simulation tool, which is funded by the US Department of Energy
(DOE) for its development. It was developed at Sandia National Laboratories, which can model
2D or 3D molecular systems with only a few particles or up to millions or billions. This tool can
be used to model atomic, polymeric, biological, solid-state (metals, ceramics, oxides), granular,
coarse-grained, or macroscopic systems for a variety of different interatomic potentials and
boundary conditions. It is very efficiently parallelized and can run on any parallel machine that
supports the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library— including shared-memory boxes,
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distributed-memory clusters, and supercomputers. MD simulations used in this work were
performed using LAMMPS.
Using Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential created by Zhou et al. [15], Aguirre et al. [2], [18]
was able to create polycrystalline CdTe/CdS heterostructures using LAMMPS. Specifically,
polycrystalline growth was achieved by depositing Cd and S atoms on an amorphous CdS substrate
in analogy to molecular-beam epitaxy. Although the substrate was amorphous, the deposited Cd
and S atoms formed “naturally” into a polycrystalline film without any assumptions regarding the
structure of the atoms. Cd and Te atoms were subsequently deposited on the CdS layer to create a
polycrystalline CdTe/CdS heterostructure as shown in Figure 7. The dataset created by Aguirre et
al. was used in this dissertation.

Figure 2: CdTe/CdS heterostructure grown by CdTe deposition on CdS layer [21].
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2.4 OVITO
OVITO [7] is a scientific visualization and analysis software that is used to process
atomistic simulation data. This tool was developed and is maintained by Alexander Stukowski
from the Darmstadt University of Technology, Germany. The tool is open source and available for
all major operating systems. OVITO was employed in this work because of its ample flexibility
that allows for the implementation of multiple analyses methodologies and allows for the rendering
of high-quality images. OVITO can open LAMMPS and Crystal Analysis Tool files directly which
makes it convenient because a single visualization tool was employed for this work. Several data
analysis algorithms available in OVITO (version 3.5.4) such as common neighbor analysis (CNA)
[22], centrosymmetry parameter [23], polyhedral template method [24], grain segmentation, and
expression selections were used during this research work. First three algorithms are described in
the following sections.
2.4.1 Common Neighbor Analysis
Common neighbor analysis, originally developed by Honeycutt and Andersen [22] is a
method to identify different crystal structure type. The CNA method seeks to identify local
structure based on the topological relationships between nearby particles. The first step in CNA is
to generate a neighbor list for each particle in the snapshot, consisting of a list of particles within
a chosen cutoff radius. All particles within this radius are considered topologically adjacent to the
central particle. A graph of this central particle’s neighbors is constructed, omitting the central
particle itself, to assess the local structure. In this work, this method is used to identify structure
type of each atom, which will be used to calculate the atom orientation.
2.4.2 Centrosymmetry Parameter
Kelchner et al. [23] developed a metric that measures the local lattice disorder around an
atom called centrosymmetry parameter (CSP). This metric quantifies the local loss of
centrosymmetry at an atomic site, which is characteristic for most crystal defects. In solid-state
systems, centrosymmetry is a useful measure of the local lattice disorder around an atom and can
8

be used to characterize whether the atom is part of a perfect lattice, a local defect (e.g. a dislocation
or stacking fault), or located at a surface. This algorithm can only be applied to centrosymmetric
lattices, such as face centered cubic (FCC) and body centered cubic (BCC). However, CSP cannot
be applied to the zinc blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) structures. The crystalline atom information
is obtained through this method and used to calculate the local crystallography of each atom along
with the structure type information via CNA.
2.4.3 Polyhedral Template Matching
A recently developed method of identifying crystal structure type is the polyhedral
template matching (PTM) method developed by P. M. Larsen et al. in 2016 [24]. This method
identifies the local crystalline structures in the sample by comparing the local atomic neighborhood
to templates of the structural types. The templates use a mixture of nearest neighbors and neighbors
of neighbors to calculate local crystalline order. It provides a direct calculation of the local
crystallographic orientation of each atom. Unlike CNA or centrosymmetry parameter, this method
can be applied to ZB and WZ structures— as well as FCC, HCP and BCC structures. By using this
method and grain segmentation in OVITO, grain features can be obtained in an easy and fast way
[7].
2.5 Grain Tracking Algorithm (GTA)
“Grain Tracking Algorithm” (GTA), is a post-processing tool which computes information
regarding the orientation of grains in a material. This tool was developed by Panzarino et. Al. [25].
The algorithm uses the position of atoms, the centrosymmetry parameter, and the common
neighbor analysis values [26] to identify crystalline structures. GTA outputs the grain orientation,
pole figure, inverse pole figure, and displacement vector components— which provide
crystallographic orientation over different samples.
The measured orientations of each grain are visualized with colored orientation maps. For
example, the orientation of various grains within a polycrystalline CdTe/CdS structure was
9

analyzed using GTA. This is shown in Figure 3, where several different grains of CdTe and CdS
are indicated by different colors to represent the crystallographic orientations of each grain at 74
ns, 75.6 ns and 76 ns time steps, which can be seen in Figure 3(a), (b) and (c) respectively. This is
also called the axes distribution chart. In this example, the simulation direction was vertical —
parallel to the y-direction. From the inverse pole figure shown in Figure 3, it is observed that the
red colored grains have a {001} orientation, whereas the blue colored grains have a {111}
orientation, with respect to the y-direction indicated in the Figure 3.

Figure 3: Visualization of polycrystalline growth from y-simulation direction at (a) 74 ns, (b)
75.6 ns, and (c) 76 ns, respectively. (d) Inverse pole figure representing grain orientation from ysimulation direction at three different time steps where green, yellow, and red dots represent all
the grains of the sample at 74 ns, 75.6 ns, and 76 ns time steps, respectively.
The GTA tool provides the pole figure and the inverse pole figure of the grains within a
sample. The pole figures depict the positions and intensities of the crystallographic orientations
through a stereographic projection. A stereographic projection is needed to understand different
10

plane directions in the crystal and the angular relationships between different planes and axes.
Additionally, the inverse pole figure, shown in Figure 3 (d), also represents the textural information
by depicting the selected directions in relation to the crystal axes. Here, green, yellow, and red dots
represent all the grains of the sample at 74 ns, 75.6 ns, and 76 ns time steps respectively while
being viewed from the y- simulation direction.
Furthermore, the GTA tool provides the components of displacement vectors for atoms in
different grains. For FCC, the displacement vectors are calculated as follows. There are four
neighbor atoms in an FCC lattice whose directional vectors are positioned approximately 60° apart
from the original vector as shown in Figure 4. These four vectors lie in two separate planes as
perpendicular pairs. The cross-product of the sums of the pair of vectors in each plane gives the
third direction.

Figure 4: Displacement vector calculation for FCC [25].
The GTA tool has a few limitations. Firstly, GTA only works for FCC and BCC — not
other structures such as zinc blende or wurtzite. This requires that zinc blende data be conditioned
by removing one of the FCC sub-lattices before inputting into GTA. Moreover, wurtzite phases
need to be removed. Furthermore, the original GTA MATLAB code plots the output figures in
11

cubed shape from which the actual aspect ratio of the sample cannot be determined. Code
modification was required to view the actual aspect ratio of the sample.

2.6 Computer Resources
Two computer clusters called Stampede and Comet were used for the polycrystalline
growth simulations and grain boundary migration simulations [27]. The detailed specifications of
the computer clusters are provided in .
Table 2. Per atomic stress and energy (potential and kinetic) calculation, along with energy
minimization, was performed through Virgo— which is a high-performance computer (HPC)
cluster situated at the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Texas at El Paso.
Furthermore, our group possesses computing resource allocation on the Lonestar5 supercomputer
at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC). Lonestar5 was used to prepare new amorphous
substrates, perform energy minimization, and also for test growth simulations. The Cori
supercomputer, situated at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing (NERSC) Center,
was used to perform preliminary density functional theory (DFT) calculation to study the
electronic properties of the (111) CdTe/CdS interface.
Post analysis of simulated data includes the analysis of grain features and the execution
of an algorithm that computes information regarding grain orientation [25]. These computations
were performed using MATLAB R2020a software on a MacBook Pro.
Table 2 : List of Computer Clusters
v Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) - NSF
Name

Cores/Node

Speed (GHz)

Stampede2

48

2.4

Performance
(PFLOP/s)
2+

12

Purpose

Comet

24

2.5

~2

Polycrystalline Growth and
Grain Boundary Migrations
simulations

Performance
(GFLOP/s)
~140

Purpose

v Beowulf Cluster
Name

Cores/Node

Speed (GHz)

UTEP Virgo

8

2.65

Stress, energy calculation
and performing energy
minimization

v Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)
Name

Cores/Node

Speed (GHz)

Lonestar5

24

2.6

Performance
(PFLOP/s)
1.2

Purpose
Preparing new substrate,
performing energy
minimization and some test
growth simulation

v National Energy Research Scientific Computing (NERSC) Center
Name

Cores/Node

Speed (GHz)

Cori

32

2.3

Name

Cores/Node

Speed (GHz)

MacBook
Pro

Quad-Core
Intel Core i5

1.4

Performance
(PFLOP/s)
2.81

Purpose
Performing preliminary DFT
calculations

v Laptop
Performance
(GFLOP/s)
~150

13

Purpose
Using MATLAB, OVITO
for post-processing analysis

Chapter 3: Polycrystalline CdTe/CdS Growth Evolution
The results shown in the following sections have been published by Sharmin Abdullah as
a first author in IEEE 46th PVSC Conference Paper [28].
3.1 Introduction
Polycrystalline thin film CdTe is one of the most promising materials for the development
of cost effective and high efficiency solar cells due to its high optical absorption coefficient and
its band gap of 1.5 eV, which is close to the ideal for photovoltaic conversion efficiency (1.45 eV)
[29]. Its theoretical efficiency limit is ~30% [9]. However, in order to achieve efficiencies above
20%, the open circuit voltage, VOC needs to be greatly increased [10] which requires a deeper
understanding of the defect and grain boundary structures in the polycrystalline CdTe absorber
layer. The physical, chemical, mechanical, and electronic properties of the material is defined by
its granular microstructure which is determined by its grain evolution and the types of grain
boundaries [30] present in the structure. Therefore, it is important to study the evolution of grains
in the crystals.
The high-resolution characterization techniques such as transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) [31], electron tomography [33] and atom-probe tomography [33] are used to
experimentally study these structures and phenomena. These methods, however, are expensive and
time consuming. Atomistic simulation techniques, such as molecular dynamics (MD) can be a
better alternative to the available experimental techniques as they provide a higher level of time
and space resolution compared to experimental methods while also providing the ability to track
atoms as the system evolves. In this work, the polycrystalline growth evolution of the CdTe/CdS
heterostructure is analyzed with atomic scale resolution using MD simulation. Importantly, the
behavior of disordered surface adatoms and atoms with grain boundaries are also clearly observed.
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Many important growth phenomena are observed including the nucleation and growth of grains
and grain boundaries and the role of disordered atoms on structure evolution. Polycrystalline CdS
is deposited first followed by the deposition of CdTe to create the CdTe/CdS heterostructure.
3.2 Methodology
Molecular dynamics (MD) are computer simulations that allow the study of the motion of
atoms by solving Newton’s equation of motion. MD simulations use a Stillinger-Weber (SW)
potential [14] to describe the repulsion and attraction forces between two molecules. The SW
potential can predict the crystallinity of II-VI compounds correctly since it captures the
experimental atomic volume, cohesive energy and bulk modulus [15].

Figure 5: (a) Single crystal CdS layer and (b) amorphous CdS after melting.
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The SW potential has been used to study the defects in CdTe layers and validated with
experiments [18]. Polycrystalline growth in this study was achieved by using an amorphous layer
of CdS as a substrate. This amorphous layer was constructed by heating a thin layer of single
crystal CdS material up to the melting point. As seen in Figure 5(a), this thin layer was held
between two fixed layers. The fixed layers were kept immobile, e.g., no temperature was applied
to them. The resulting amorphous structure is represented in Figure 5(b) where the yellow shaded
area was then used as a substrate for polycrystalline deposition. Initial growth of CdS on top of the
amorphous layer is shown in Figure 6(a). Notice that CdS successfully nucleated into grains with
zinc blende, and wurtzite regions as indicated in Figure 6(b) by the blue and red regions,
respectively. The white balls are disordered atoms.

Figure 6: The initial growth of CdS on the amorphous layer where (a) atoms are colored based
on species and (b) atoms are colored based on structures.
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 show only a portion of the full substrate for better visualization. The
actual dimensions of the CdS amorphous substrate are 300Å, 100Å, 53Å for X, Y and Z,
respectively. CdTe was subsequently deposited on the polycrystalline CdS substrate. Deposition
temperature and rate were 1400 K and ~2 Å/ns, respectively. Canonical ensemble thermostat was
used for the simulation. Single adatoms were injected perpendicularly toward the substrate surface.
50 separate images of the CdS and CdTe growth from the top view were generated with a time
difference of 2 ns between each image via OVITO. A movie was generated from this time sequence
to qualitatively observe the motion of the atoms and formation of grains and grain boundaries.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Cadmium Sulfide Growth

Figure 7: Top views of structure map of CdS film growth at (a) 2 ns (2.1 nm), (b) 10 ns (3.4 nm),
(c) 12 ns (3.6 nm) and (d) 48 ns (10 nm).

At the first stages of CdS growth (2.1 nm), small zinc blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) grains
nucleate with random orientations and sizes ranging from 5 to 460 atoms. The nucleation density
is approximately 1.5x1013 cm-2. This results in a sparsely nucleated surface with most of the surface
area covered by amorphous (disordered) atoms as shown in Figure 7(a). The number of ZB and
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WZ grains is approximately equal. The crystalline atoms are essentially immobile compared to the
disordered atoms which exhibit much higher mobility.
The radii of all the grain nuclei increase with time indicating that the critical radius is very
small. The larger nuclei grow by adding atoms to their surface areas. In contrast, the smaller nuclei
grow by coalescing with neighboring nuclei. This allows the larger grains to grow at a faster rate
compared to the smaller nuclei. In one case, four nuclei coalesced into one grain as indicated by
the circle in Figure 7(b) (3.4 nm) and (c) (3.6 nm). It is also observed that the ZB phases grow
much faster compared to the WZ. After the initial growth by coalescence in the sparse film, growth
continues by addition of surface atoms to the grains until the surface area is mainly covered by
crystalline grains and a network of grain-boundaries between them as observed in Figure 7(d) (10
nm) which is at the end of the deposition of the CdS layer. Two general types of grain boundaries
are observed: random and coherent. The random grain boundaries are composed of highly
disordered atoms. The coherent grain boundaries are atomically thin boundaries between grains
and are highly coherent, e.g., twin boundaries. After this point, growth occurs by coalescence of
large grains or motion of grain boundaries as seen in Figure 7(d).
3.3.2 Cadmium Telluride Growth
Nucleation and growth of CdTe does not occur immediately upon arrival of Cd and Te
adatoms to the CdS surface but instead exhibits an incubation period. Moreover, incident Cd and
Te atoms start to accumulate on the surface in amorphous form. This is observed by comparing
Figure 8(a) with (b). Figure 8(a) (10.2 nm) is when the atom flux is switched to Cd and Te. In
contrast, Figure 8(b) (11.1 nm) is 8 ns after the flux is switched and shows an accumulation of
disordered surface atoms with minimal change in the crystalline grains. Importantly, Figure 8(c)
(11.5 nm) captures the onset of rapid CdTe grain growth which is much faster compared to
previous growth.
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Figure 8: Top views of structure map of CdTe film growth at (a) 48.4 ns, (10.2 nm), (b)
56.4 ns (11.1 nm), (c) 58.4 ns (11.5 nm), and (d) 68.4 ns (14.1 nm).
Finally, Figure 8(d) (14.1 nm) shows how the CdTe grains rapidly evolved. Numerous
grain boundary triple-junctions can be observed throughout the film. The CdTe grains are more
faceted compared to the CdS as indicated by the arrow in Figure 8(d).
A sliced view of the final CdS/CdTe heterostructure with a total thickness of 14.2 nm
shown in Figure 9, shows the difference in grain size. The bottom slice shows that the grains in
the CdS layer are relatively smaller and more numerous compared to the top slice which is the
CdTe layer. Increase in thickness of the material results in larger grains. The middle slice contains
the CdTe/CdS interface. The random grain boundaries with amorphous atoms (white colored
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atoms) are also observed here which form grain boundary networks. Red WZ streaks are also
noticeable.

Figure 9: Slices of the complete CdTe/CdS heterostructure random
3.4 Conclusion
A new method to produce polycrystalline CdTe/CdS films was created. The morphology
of the growths closely mimics those observed in experiments. Both ZB and WZ structures are
observed as well as highly disordered atoms. An incubation period for nucleation was observed
for CdTe apparently due to the lattice mismatch with CdS. Moreover, the grain growth of CdTe
was much faster compared to CdS. This qualitative analysis was the motivation to perform
quantitative analysis of grain features to understand the interesting phenomena during the grain
growth.
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Chapter 4: Computational Approach to Analyze Grain Structures
The work outlined in the previous chapter highlighted the importance of performing
quantitative analysis to understand the grain evolution phenomena. To quantify grain features in
semiconductor compounds, a combined post-processing approach has been developed which
utilizes two different computational crystal structure analysis tools. This chapter presents the
details of this combined technique which has been used to identify, isolate, analyze, and track the
evolution of grains in polycrystalline ZB/WZ multilayers.
4.1 Overview of the Approach
In the following sections, each step of the combined approach is described. The steps
include MD simulations of polycrystalline growth of CdTe/CdS films, crystal structure
identification, local crystallographic orientation, grain segmentation, plane indices calculation,
grain isolation and grain tracking over time. Together, these steps, as shown in Figure 10, represent
the approach used to obtain grain features in polycrystalline multilayers containing ZB and WZ
phases.
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Figure 10 : General algorithm to obtain grain features for grain structure analysis.
However, the above-mentioned method is not available in a single post-processing tool.
Figure 11 shows the flow chart of a computational approach to analyze grain structure of
semiconductor compounds. At first, energy minimization, stress, potential energy, and kinetic
energy calculations were performed through LAMMPS. Then, structure analysis and visualization
were performed through OVITO. OVITO can perform the calculation of structure type, grain
orientation, segmentation, and isolation. However, grain orientation evolution tracking through
inverse pole figure is not currently included in OVITO. The post-processing tool GTA can
calculate the grain features— including grain tracking but only for FCC structures. Therefore, to
use the GTA tool for ZB and WZ structures, one sublattice of atoms is required to be removed
from the sample. In order to focus on anions (i.e. Te and S atoms), Cd (cation) atoms were removed
from the sample, which resulted in FCC and HCP structures in the sample.
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Figure 11: A computational approach to calculate features for the post-processing analysis of
grain structures of semiconductor compounds.
Alternatively, the hybrid method of using GTA and OVITO can provide the grain features
of ZB and WZ structures in CdTe and CdS semiconductor compounds. This process uses the local
crystallographic orientation (LCO) output obtained via PTM method from OVITO as input for
GTA which then provides the final grain features. The local crystallographic orientation from PTM
method is encoded as quaternions by OVITO. To make this LCO output compatible with GTA,
the quaternion representation of orientations is converted into 3 × 3 orientation matrices. Then,
this converted output is fed to GTA tool to get grain tracking information of each grain.
Furthermore, stress or energy calculation results can also be obtained for each grain through this
hybrid method.
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4.2 Energy Minimization
To minimize fluctuation due to thermal vibration, energy minimization was performed by
iteratively adjusting atom coordinates using LAMMPS. The temperature was reduced from ~1400
K to ~50K. In this research, it was observed that energy minimization reduced uncertainties during
grain structure analysis but did not significantly alter the original structure, as shown in Figure 12
(a) and (b) in the time steps of 50 ns and 74 ns.

Figure 12: Sample at 50 ns and 74 ns at (a) 1400 K and (b) 50 K temperature, respectively.
4.3 Validation of GTA Grain Orientation Tool
The orientation output of the GTA tool was validated using three designed ZB bi-crystals
containing Σ3 (111), Σ7 (111), and Σ11(311) grain boundaries [27] and the polycrystalline sample
data. The orientation outputs from the GTA for the polycrystal and bi-crystal structures were
compared with the OVITO visualizations of the structures.
For example, the orientation of the grains in the Σ7(111) bi-crystal [27] was compared to
the output from GTA [34]. The simulation box size of the Σ7(111) bi-crystal was ~100 Å in xaxis, ~220 Å in y-axis and ~100Å in z-axis, shown in Figure 13(a). Since GTA cannot analyze ZB
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structures, one of the sublattices (i.e., Te) was removed to convert the ZB bi-crystal into a Cd FCC
bi-crystal. Figure 13(a) is the output from OVITO, where the FCC structure of Cd atoms are
colored green and the grain boundary atoms separating the two grains are colored white. Both
grains have [111] direction along the y-direction. Figure 13(b) shows two outputs from GTA with
two analysis directions parallel to the y-direction and x+y direction (45° from x or y), respectively.
The inverse pole figure shown in Figure 13(c) provides the plane information according to the yanalysis direction. Figure 13(b) indicates that when the analysis direction is y, the GTA output
shows the same blue color for both grains, consistent with Figure 13(a) that both grains have the
[111] direction along y. On the other hand, when the analysis direction is x+y, the output shows
different colors for the two grains, consistent with Figure 13(a) that the two grains have two
different orientations along the x+y direction.
To explore the positions and intensities of specific crystallographic orientations, a positive
pole figure along the z-direction is shown in Figure 13(d). The red dots in the positive pole figure
indicate the position of the crystallographic orientation— which are the plane of {111} family for
Σ7(111) depicting the z- stereographic projection.

Figure 13: Crystal orientation of Σ7(111) [27] visualized by (a) OVITO, (b) GTA grain
orientation viewing from Y-direction [010] and X+Y -direction [110], (c) color map showing
plane information, and (d) positive pole figure in Z-direction.
Furthermore, the orientations of the CdS and CdTe grains from the polycrystalline
CdTe/CdS sample were also calculated using the GTA tool and validated by comparing with
OVITO visualizations. To obtain output from the GTA tool, the CdTe data was first conditioned
by performing an energy minimization of the sample. Figure 14 contains corresponding grain
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structure and grain orientation maps. The structure maps were created using OVITO, whereas the
orientation maps were created using the GTA tool. WZ and ZB structures can be observed in the
structure maps contained in Figure 14(a). Again, since GTA cannot analyze ZB structures, the Te
atoms were removed to convert ZB into FCC and WZ into HCP. The orientations of the grains are
observed in Figure 14 (b). In Figure 14(b), the crystal orientations are determined with reference
to an analysis direction along y. For example, the red colored regions represent (001) planes normal
to the y-direction.

Figure 14: (a) Crystal structure visualized by OVITO, and (b) crystal orientation by GTA [21].
A close comparison between the OVITO and GTA outputs, as shown in Figure 15,
validates the visual orientation output of the GTA tool. The blue circled area in Figure 15(b)
represents a grain having (001) orientation. The corresponding blue circled region in OVITO, as
shown in Figure 15(a) seems cubic in structure, which is a known (001) plane orientation. This
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represents the same orientation in both OVITO and GTA and confirms that GTA is providing the
correct grain orientation output.

Figure 15: Validation of GTA output through comparison of visualization method (a) OVITO
output, (b) GTA output [21].
4.4 LAMMPS Simulation for Post-processing Analysis
The final deposited configuration with energy minimization via LAMMPS is shown in
Figure 16(a) with atoms colored by species and Figure 16(b) with atoms colored by structures.
From Figure 16(b), columnar WZ and ZB grains, surrounded by amorphous grain boundaries are
observed. This is in general agreement with experimental results. Figure 16(c) shows the fraction
of WZ, ZB and amorphous atoms.

Figure 16: Cross-sectional view of the CdTe-on-CdS layers after energy minimization: (a) atom
species visualization showing CdS and CdS layers, (b) atom structure visualization indicating
formation of zinc blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) grains surrounded by amorphous grain
boundary atoms, and (c) pie chart showing fraction of each structure type in the sample.
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4.5 Crystal Structure Identification
The identification of crystal structure associated with each atom is a key step towards the
calculation of each atom’s local crystallographic orientation (LCO) and identification of grains
within a sample. In this study, the LCO calculations were performed with the OVITO and GTA
software packages. However, neither of these software packages can perform the LCO and grain
tracking together for ZB and WZ structures.
To overcome the ZB and WZ structure limitation in GTA, the cation (Cd) atoms were
removed from the CdTe/CdS compounds to extract the anion (S and Te) sublattices of the
tetragonal crystal structures— as shown in Figure 17(a). Crystal structural analysis was then
performed on the extracted anion sublattices using the common neighbor analysis (CNA) [22] and
polyhedral template matching algorithms [24] in OVITO [7]. The centrosymmetry parameter was
also calculated. Both the CNA and PTM algorithms identified FCC, hexagonal close-packed
(HCP), and amorphous structures as indicated in Figure 17(b). It is important to understand the
effect of removing an atom type on the crystallographic nature of the sample. Removal of the
cation (Cd) atoms transformed the ZB features to FCC and the WZ features to HCP. The
amorphous atoms remained unchanged. However, the overall texture of the sample remained
unchanged as confirmed through visual comparison of the structures of the extracted sublattices
sample shown in Figure 17(b) with the original compound sample shown in Figure 16(b).
Moreover, comparison of the proportion of FCC:HCP:Amorphous atoms in the extracted
sublattices sample (Figure 17(c) and (d)) to the proportion of ZB:WZ:UD atoms in the compound
sample (Figure 16(c)) revealed an insignificant difference in the proportions.
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Figure 17: Configuration of the deposited film after Cd atoms are removed: (a) atoms are colored
by species, (b) atoms are colored by structures determined from common neighbor analysis, and
(c) pie chart showing the percentages of structure type in the sample.
It has been noticed that the PTM algorithms can also identified ZB, WZ and amorphous
structures. Both the crystal structure type and LCO calculations were performed again using
polyhedral template matching algorithm in OVITO [13]. The PTM algorithms identified the
structures as indicated in Figure 18(a). The proportion of ZB:WZ:Amorphous atoms (Figure 18b)
obtained through PTM was also very similar to the proportion of ZB:WZ:Amorphous atoms in the
compound sample, as shown in Figure 16(b).

Figure 18: (a) Identification of WZ, ZB and amorphous atoms through PTM, and (b) Pie chart
showing the fraction of structure type in the sample.
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4.6 Local Crystallographic Orientation Calculation and Grain Segmentation
The local crystallographic orientation of each atom in combination with structural
information is required to identify individual grains (grain segmentation) and calculate their
orientation. The local atomic neighborhood of each atom determines its LCO. In this work, the
LCO and grain segmentation algorithms in the GTA and OVITO packages were applied to the
extracted sublattice sample to identify and enumerate all the grains within the sample. This was
accomplished by using the previously obtained PTM and CSP structural information as input.
CNA information can also be alternatively used. However, the PTM method assigned a higher
percentage of atoms to either FCC or HCP compared to CNA. Figure 19(a) and (b) show colorcoded identification of individual grains (grain segmentation) from GTA and OVITO,
respectively. Red colored atoms indicate the HCP atoms calculated from the original compound.
These HCP structured atoms were added with the output of GTA tool to visualize the full sample
with identified grains. The polycrystalline texturing looks very similar to the original compound
sample shown in Figure 18(a). However, now the grains have been identified and assigned a
number.
In general, the OVITO algorithm was executed faster and identified a larger number of
grains compared to GTA. The number of grains identified by OVITO and GTA were 114 and 29
respectively. Furthermore, the percentage of atoms not assigned to a grain by OVITO and GTA
was 0.7% and 10% respectively. The atoms that were not assigned to a grain are shown as black
dots in Figure 19(a) and 15(b). Most of the unassigned atoms are strings of FCC atoms sandwiched
between HCP structures. In these analyses, the orientation cutoff angle was set to 3° and the
minimum grain size was set to 20 atoms in both OVITO and GTA.
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Figure 19: Grain numbers identified respectively by (a) GTA and (b) OVITO. White atoms are
amorphous, red atoms are HCP and black atoms represent those atoms which are FCC but not
assigned in any grain.
Again, the grain segmentation algorithm in the OVITO package were applied to original
compound (i.e., without removing sublattice of atoms) to identify and enumerate all the grains
within the sample using the previously obtained PTM as input. Figure 20(a) shows color-coded
identification of individual grains. The structures of atoms calculated from PTM were separately
shown in Figure 20(b). The polycrystalline texturing looks very similar to the original compound
sample shown in Figure 16(b). However now the grains have been identified and assigned a
number.

Figure 20: Configuration of the CdTe/CdS film at 74 ns visualized using OVITO: (a) atoms are
colored by grain number, and (b) atoms are colored by structures - while atoms are amorphous,
red atoms are WZ, and black atoms represent those atoms which are crystalline but not assigned
in any grain.
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In general, the OVITO algorithm identified a larger number of grains compared to GTA
[6]. Here, the number of grains identified by OVITO was 124. Furthermore, the percentage of
crystalline atoms not assigned to a grain by OVITO was 0.67%. The atoms that were not assigned
to a grain are shown as black dots in Figure 20 (a) and (b). In these analyses, the orientation cutoff
angle was set to 3° and the minimum grain size was set to 20 atoms also.
4.7 Grain Orientation and Tracking
The tracking of grain orientation was performed using GTA, since OVITO does not
provide this function. However, to use the GTA function, the LCO quaternions from OVITO were
converted into 3×3 orientation matrices to make the data compatible with the MATLAB code in
GTA. Figure 21(a) shows the cross-sectional maps of grain orientation with color-coding indexed
with respect to the Y- direction at 74 ns. A powerful capability of the GTA software is the ability
to calculate and present the inverse poles of several samples at once to track changes in grain
orientation over time. The grain orientation evolution of all the grains in each time step is depicted
through stereographic inverse pole figure— as shown in Figure 21(b)— where the green, yellow,
and red circles inside the inverse pole figure correspond to 74, 75.6, and 76 ns time steps
respectively. It is observed that more grains are found oriented toward the (001) plane, indicating
evidence of texturing from Y- viewing direction.
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Figure 21: Grain tracking results: (a) cross-sectional view of grains at 74 ns with colors
representing the indices of planes normal to the viewing direction along Y, and (b) gain
orientations at three different times visualized through inverse pole figure.
4.8 Grain Isolation and Analysis
Grain segmentation enables any specific grain or group of grains to be isolated for further
analysis. The grain tracking capabilities of GTA were combined with grain segmentation data
obtained from OVITO to identify, isolate, and track the evolution of 4 grains at 3 points in time
during the simulated growth. Cross-sectional views of the 4 grains at deposition times of 74 ns,
75.6 ns and 76 ns are shown in Figure 22(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The grain orientation
evolution of these grains is depicted through stereographic inverse pole figure shown in Figure
22(d)— where the green, yellow, and red circles correspond to 74, 75.6, and 76 ns respectively.
Figure 22(e) shows the change in grain size over time. This analysis highlighted that grain 4
experienced a relatively large change in size (~23% smaller at 76 ns) compared to the other grains.
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Figure 22: Analysis of isolated grains: (a) – (c) cross-sectional view of four selected grains at 74
ns, 75.6 ns, and 76 ns, (d) inverse pole figure along the Y direction showing grain orientation
evolution of the four grains, and (e) change in grain size over time.
Due to the relatively faster evolution of grain 4, it was selected for stress and strain
analyses. It is important to point out that the stress analysis was performed using LAMMPS on the
original compound samples. The evolution and grain segmentation information were then used to
isolate grain 4 from the stress analysis data at the 3 deposition times. The result of this procedure
is shown in Figure 23(a), (b) and (c) —which present the x-directed normal stress of grain 4 at the
3 time steps respectively. Grain 4 is composed of a CdTe/CdS ZB heterostructure as indicated by
Figure 16(a). The CdTe portion of the grain is quickly losing atoms while the CdS is relatively
stable. Figure 23 (a), (b), and (c) show discontinuous compressive/tensile stress that decays away
from the heterointerface consistent with strain partitioning in a finite CdTe/CdS heterostructure
[34]. Strain partitioning is highlighted in Figure 23(d) which plots the average atom-to-atom
spacing versus distance from interface at 74ns. One monolayer of S-Te atoms is shown for better
visualization of atom spacing. The atom spacing transitions from ~3.6 Å to ~4.0 Å, yielding a
lattice mismatch of ~10% in good agreement with the theoretical value [35]. In summary, this
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work presented a method that enables identification of evolving grain features that can be used to
select and isolate grains for further analysis in complex structures.

Figure 23 : Stress and plane spacing analysis of grain 4: (a) – (c) normal stress 𝜎xx along the x
direction obtained at 74 ns, 75.6 ns, and 76 ns, and (d) average atomic spacing vs distance from
interface.
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Chapter 5: Quantitative Analysis of CdTe/CdS Growth Evolution
The method presented in the previous chapter to identify, isolate, and track grains over
time is implemented here to analyze and explain grain growth phenomena.
5.1 Crystal Structure Analysis
Figure 24 depicts structural maps of the polycrystalline film at three-time steps showing a
rapid change in grain size. It is observed that over this time frame, a grain labeled ‘C’ begins to
emerge while grains ‘A’ and ‘B’ shrink in size. Upon initial inspection, it appears that grain C
nucleated in the CdTe layer on the top of CdS layer. However, upon viewing the sample from the
top (y-direction), shown in the right column of Figure 24, it was observed that grain C had been
present since the early stage of growth and grew over time —which eventually caused the erosion
in its neighboring grains A and B.

Figure 24: Grain growth phenomenon shown from z-direction (left column) and y-direction
(right column).
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5.2 Grain Growth Analysis via Grain Segmentation
To confirm the growth evolution of grains A, B and C— starting from the early stages of
growth— grain identification and isolation were performed. The results are shown in Figure 25.
The figure shows two different times at 68 ns and 73 ns, in which the atoms are colored according
to the grain segmentation results. Furthermore, grains A, B and C were isolated as shown in Figure
25 (c) and (d). The isolation of these three grains in two different time steps demonstrates their
growth over time. Significant changes in sizes of these three grains were observed in the sample
between 68 ns and 73 ns.

Figure 25 : Front views of grain identification and isolation results: (a) and (b) all grains, (c) and
(d) isolated grains at 68 ns and 73 ns, respectively .
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The grain size and growth rate of the three grains are plotted in Figure 26 and Figure 27,
respectively for the time frame from 5 ns to 75 ns. CdS was deposited from 0 ns to ~48 ns. In
contrast, CdTe deposition began at 48.4 ns. It is observed that the size of grains A and B start to
decrease after 73 ns and 68 ns, respectively. In contrast, grain C continued to grow. A rapid
increase in the growth rate of grain C is observed after 57 ns, as shown in Figure 27. To explain
this phenomenon, stress analysis was performed in these three grains.

Figure 26 : Size of grains A, B, and C as a function of time
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Figure 27 : Growth rate of grains A, B, and C as a function of time.
5.3 Stress Analysis of Specific Grains
Figure 28 shows the individual grains A, B and C colored according to their normal stress
𝜎xx in x-direction at 73 ns. The blue and red regions refer to the compressive and tensile stresses
respectively—ranging from -36.5 KPa to +36.5 KPa. High compressive/tensile stress is observed
at the interface region in the CdTe and CdS layers, respectively in grains A and B. In contrast,
grain C exhibits lower stress near the interface. To explain the lower stress in grain C compared to
grains A and B, the interface region of grain C was isolated and analyzed in detailed as shown in
Figure 29.
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Figure 28 : Stress calculation in selected grains
Upon closer examination, missing atoms were noticed at the interface in grain C, which
could result from a dislocation. Lattice mismatch between the lattice parameters of CdTe and CdS
could cause this misfit dislocations [36]. Dislocation relaxes the lattices, which reduces stress.
Indeed, a ½ <110> dislocation appeared at 57 ns near the interface between CdTe and CdS layers.
This is demonstrated in Figure 29 using the defect extract algorithm provided by OVITO. Figure
29(a) shows the cross-sectional view of grain C, and CdTe/CdS interface is isolated out in Figure
29(b)-(g) for three different times. Figure 29(b) clearly shows the formation of a dislocation as
early as 57 ns. It is seen from the top view of the interface at three different times that the neighbor
atoms around the dislocation were less stressed, which matches the theoretical explanation of
dislocation [37].
In contrast, no dislocations were found in grains A and B, which explains the higher stress
in these grains. The higher stresses in grains A and B provided driving forces for the migration of
atoms from grains A and B to grain C, which caused the rapid growth of grain C after 57 ns —as
shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 29: Atomic stress and dislocation analysis in grain C: (a) front view (z-direction) of the
entire grain at 73 ns, front and top view of the interface (b) and (e) at 57 ns, (c) and (f) at 68 ns,
and (d) and (g) at 73 ns.

Figure 30 : Grain size evolution
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
In this work, the grain evolution of naturally grown polycrystalline CdS and CdTe was
analyzed using molecular dynamics simulations with no prior assumptions. A step-by-step
postprocessing approach was demonstrated to analyze the CdTe/CdS compound multilayers
obtained from the MD polycrystalline growth simulations. This combined OVITO and GTA
approach can be used to quickly obtain structural information— such as structure type, grain size,
grain orientation, and the textural information of the sample. The results can also be used to
perform grain segmentation and tracking. This is a big step forward for atomic level analysis of
grain structures, particularly for “naturally grown” layers of photovoltaic thin films. The method
enables identification of evolving grain features within the data sets, which can be used to select
and isolate grains for further analysis in the complex evolving structures.
Further post-processing analysis of selected grains was then performed using this hybrid
method to analyze certain grain phenomena in more detail. Interesting phenomena such as change
in grain size, grain growth rate and defects were observed and studied. It was possible to study
how dislocations could reduce misfit stresses. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that atom
migration from higher stress to lower stress regions could cause some grains to grow at the expense
of neighboring grains.
With this information, it will be easier to study the material properties—especially
mechanical and electronic properties. Furthermore, these identified features could also be used to
develop dynamic prediction models in machine learning for further analysis.
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Chapter 7: Future Work
For future work, further dislocation analysis could be performed to study the relaxation of
structures [38]. Moreover, to study the electronic properties of grain boundary defects and
interfaces in CdTe/CdS, first principle electronic structure calculations could be performed
through Density Function Theory (DFT) [39].
Additionally,, machine learning techniques have become advantageous in various field of
data analysis. To optimize grain structure, machine learning techniques are required. To use these
machine learning techniques, tremendous number of grain features are required. The grain features
obtained from the hybrid methodology described above can be used for machine learning
application, such as interface structure prediction [40] and grain boundary structure prediction
[41], [42].
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Appendices
Appendix A- Input file for Energy minimization, stress and energy calculation using
LAMMPS code
processors {npx} 1 {npz}
units
metal
boundary
p fm p
atom_style atomic
lattice
diamond {alatWZ}
read_data
r0.lmp
pair_style
pair_coeff

sw
* * {pot} Cd Te Zn Se Hg S

neighbor
0.3 bin
neigh_modify delay 0
timestep

0.004

region
region

fix block INF INF -0.5 12 INF INF units box
isotherm block INF INF 11.5 218 INF INF units box

group
group
group
group
group

fix region fix
isotherm region isotherm
free subtract all fix isotherm
mobile union isotherm free
total union fix isotherm

velocity
velocity

isotherm create {temp} 123 dist gaussian
fix set 0.0 0.0 0.0

fix
fix fix setforce 0.0 0.0 0.0
compute
total all stress/atom
compute
p1 all reduce sum c_total[1]
compute
p2 all reduce sum c_total[2]
compute
p3 all reduce sum c_total[3]
compute
pot all pe/atom
compute
kin all ke/atom
# Store final cell length for strain calculations
variable
tmp equal "lx"
variable
L0 equal ${tmp}
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variable
L0 equal 40.64912642
print
"Initial Length, L0: ${L0}"
#fix
1 all ave/atom 1 {totn} {totn} c_total[*]
fix
1 all ave/atom 1 {totn} {totn} c_total[1] c_total[2] c_total[3] c_total[4]
c_total[5] c_total[6]
thermo_style custom step temp pe ke
thermo
{noutput}
#dump
dump all atom {noutput} r.*
dump
dump all custom {noutput} r.* id type x y z c_total[1] c_total[2] c_total[3]
c_total[4] c_total[5] c_total[6] c_pot c_kin
#dump_modify dump format "%d %d %g %g %g %g %g %g" scale no flush yes
fix
fix
run
unfix
fix
run

free free nve
isotherm isotherm nvt temp {temp} {temp} 0.1 drag 0.0
{totn}
isotherm
isotherm isotherm nvt temp {temp} 50.0 0.1 drag 0.0
{totn}

minimize
min_style

1.0e-8 1.0e-10 1000000 10000000
quickmin

Appendix B- Local Crustyllographic Orientation matrix conversion
%% Developed by Sharmin Abdullah
% email : sabdullah@miners.utep.edu
% This code convert the quaternion orientation matrix to simple 3x3 matrix;
% Creates matrices for Grain analysis
clear all;
OVITOOrient68 = importfile("68new.txt", [10, Inf]);
OVITOOrient69 = importfile("69new.txt", [10, Inf]);
OVITOOrient70 = importfile("70new.txt", [10, Inf]);
OVITOOrient71 = importfile("71new.txt", [10, Inf]);
OVITOOrient72 = importfile("72new.txt", [10, Inf]);
OVITOOrient73 = importfile("73new.txt", [10, Inf]);
OVITOOrient74 = importfile("74new.txt", [10, Inf]);
% swapping done for keeping the grain numbers same for 3 different time
%swapping Grain number of file 68
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OVITOOrient68=swapping(OVITOOrient68,8,9);
%swapping Grain number of file 69
OVITOOrient69=swapping(OVITOOrient69,3,4);
%swapping Grain number of file 70 ;;no swap needed;;
%swapping Grain number of file 71 ;;no swap needed;;
%swapping Grain number of file 72
OVITOOrient72=swapping(OVITOOrient72,4,3);
%swapping Grain number of file 73
OVITOOrient73=swapping(OVITOOrient73,5,3);
OVITOOrient73=swapping(OVITOOrient73,9,10);
%swapping Grain number of file 74
OVITOOrient74=swapping(OVITOOrient74,3,2);
OVITOOrient74=swapping(OVITOOrient74,3,8);
OVITOOrient74=swapping(OVITOOrient74,9,11);
Orient_Matrix{1,1}.O_matrix=OVITOOrient68;
Orient_Matrix{2,1}.O_matrix=OVITOOrient69;
Orient_Matrix{3,1}.O_matrix=OVITOOrient70;
Orient_Matrix{4,1}.O_matrix=OVITOOrient71;
Orient_Matrix{5,1}.O_matrix=OVITOOrient72;
Orient_Matrix{6,1}.O_matrix=OVITOOrient73;
Orient_Matrix{7,1}.O_matrix=OVITOOrient74;
for k = 1:7
k;
IDFind = Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix;
CrystalAxis = zeros(max(Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix(:,5)).*3,4);
j = 1;
for i= 1:max(Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix(:,5))
idx =find(Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix(:,5)==i);
OVITO= Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix(idx,:);
q = OVITO(:,6:9);
qx = q(:,1); qy = q(:,2); qz = q(:,3); qw = q(:,4);
matrices = zeros(length(q),3,3);
matrices(:,1,1) = 1.0-2.0.*(qy.*qy + qz.*qz);
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matrices(:,1,2) = 2.0*(qx.*qy - qw.*qz);
matrices(:,1,3) = 2.0*(qx.*qz + qw.*qy);
matrices(:,2,1) = 2.0*(qx.*qy + qw.*qz);
matrices(:,2,2) = 1.0-2.0.*(qx.*qx + qz.*qz);
matrices(:,2,3) = 2.0.*(qy.*qz - qw.*qx);
matrices(:,3,1) = 2.0.*(qx.*qz - qw.*qy);
matrices(:,3,2) = 2.0.*(qy.*qz + qw.*qx);
matrices(:,3,3) = 1.0-2.0.*(qx.*qx + qy.*qy);
test_mean = mean(matrices,1);
CrystalAxis(j:j+2,:) = [squeeze(test_mean) [i; i; i]];
j= j+3;
end
idx1 = find(IDFind(:,4)==6 | IDFind(:,4)== 7);
IDFind(idx1,4)=1;
idx2 = find(IDFind(:,4)~=1);
IDFind(idx2,4)=2;
A_Matrix_New=[Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix(:,1:4)
[zeros(length(Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix(:,1)),1)] [IDFind(:,4)]
[zeros(length(Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix(:,1)),1)] [Orient_Matrix{k,1}.O_matrix(:,5)]];
A_Matrix{k,1}.data=A_Matrix_New;
Crystal_Axis{k,1}.crystal_axis = CrystalAxis;
end
filenum = 7;
Axis = [0 0 1];
[Orientation_Matrix] = InversePole(Axis,Crystal_Axis,filenum);
Appendix C- Grain segmentation visualization
%% Grain Visualization code Developed by Sharmin Abdullah
figure
dy =0 ;
A1= A_Matrix{1,1}.A_matrix;
A = A1;
axis equal
xl= min(A(:,1));
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xu= max(A(:,1));
x2=20 ;
y1 = 160;
y2 = 180;
yl = min(A(:,2));
yu = max(A(:,2))-dy;
dz=05;
zl= min(A(:,3));
zu= max(A(:,3)) -dz
idx = find(A(:,1)>=xl & A(:,1)<=xu & A(:,2)>=yl & A(:,2)<=yu & A(:,3)>zl & A(:,3)<=zu);
Aidx = A(idx,:);
set(gca,'visible','off')
set(gca,'XTick',[], 'YTick', [])
%idx for identifying FCC atoms not in any grain
idx4 = find(A(:,4)==1 & A(:,4) == 0 & A(:,1)>=xl & A(:,1)<=xu & A(:,2)>=yl & A(:,2)<=yu & A(:,3)>zl
& A(:,3)<=zu);
Aidx4= A(idx4,:);
hold on;
scatter3(Aidx(:,1), Aidx(:,2), Aidx(:,3),150, Aidx(:,8),'filled','Markeredgecolor','k','Linewidth',0.5);
scatter3(A(:,1), A(:,2), A(:,3),150,A(:,8),'filled','Markeredgecolor','k','Linewidth',0.5);
%axis([xl xu y1 y2 zl zu]) % for slice in yaxis
axis([xl xu yl yu zl zu]) % full sample
cb = colorbar;
%for slicing use the following line
%set(cb,'ticks',unique(Aidx2(:,8)),'ticklabels',num2str(unique(Aidx2(:,8))))
%for full sample use the following line
hold on;
%boundary atoms
idx31 = find(A1(:,4)==0);
Aidx31 = A1(idx31,:);
scatter3(Aidx31(:,1), Aidx31(:,2),
Aidx31(:,3),150,'filled','w','Markeredgecolor','k','Linewidth',0.5);
hold on;
% missing FCC atoms
idx32 = find(A1(:,4)==1 & A1(:,8)==0);
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Aidx32 = A1(idx32,:);
scatter3(Aidx32(:,1), Aidx32(:,2),
Aidx32(:,3),150,'filled','k','Markeredgecolor','k','Linewidth',0.5);
hold on;
% missing FCC atoms
idx33 = find(A1(:,4)==2 & A1(:,8)==0);
Aidx33 = A1(idx33,:);
scatter3(Aidx33(:,1), Aidx33(:,2),
Aidx33(:,3),150,'filled','k','Markeredgecolor','k','Linewidth',0.5);
hold on;
Appendix D- Grain tracking via Inverse pole figure
%%OVITOInvPolFigure
figure;
%%
%A=A_Matrix{1,1}.data;
%Axis = [0 1 0];
filenum = 3;
startfile=1;
%StereoPlotParameters1=0; % 0 value will show all the grains
StereoPlotParameters1=1;
%StereoPlotParameters2=1; % 0 value will show all the grains
StereoPlotParameters2=[1 2 3 4]; % [1 2 3] will show grain no 1,2 & 3
filenum = 3;
%Orientation_Matrix= Orientation_Matrix{1,1}.orientation_matrix(:,:);
%[Orientation_Matrix] = InversePole(Axis,Crystal_Axis,filenum);
InvPoleStereoPlot(Orientation_Matrix,filenum,Axis,startfile,StereoPlotParameters1,StereoPlotP
arameters2)
%The following Function is created by Panzarino et. al in Grain Tracking Algorithom
% This function is used to create data for grain tracking through inverse pole figure
function [Orientation_Matrix] = InversePole(Axis,Crystal_Axis,filenum)
%To Calculate the orientation matrix needed for inverse pole plotting along
%a specified direction
%
%Finds inverse(projected pole) that lies coincident to the axis specified
%for all grains in a specified file
%
%Axis: Specify the vector direction [a b c] that you would like project parallel to
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%Choose an axis to plot inverse poles (examples)
% X=[1 0 0];
% Y=[0 1 0];
% Z=[0 0 1];
% Axis=X;
%% Preliminaries
fprintf('Direction Selected for Inverse pole plotting [%d %d %d]\n',Axis)
fprintf('...Calculating Orientation Matrix of Inverse Poles\n')
%Begin Calculating Orientation Matrix
for k=1:filenum
Orientation_Matrix{k,1}.orientation_matrix=[];
for i=1:max(Crystal_Axis{k,1}.crystal_axis(:,4))
if isnan(Crystal_Axis{k,1}.crystal_axis(3*i-2,1))==1 %If grain axis = NaN ie. non
existant/tracking lost
xxx= [NaN NaN NaN]; %Do not include, carry over nonexistence
Orientation_Matrix{k,1}.orientation_matrix(i,1:3)=xxx;
Orientation_Matrix{k,1}.orientation_matrix(i,4)=i;
else
% Find New vector to project
x1 = dot(Crystal_Axis{k,1}.crystal_axis(3*i-2,1:3),Axis);
x2 = dot(Crystal_Axis{k,1}.crystal_axis(3*i-1,1:3),Axis);
x3 = dot(Crystal_Axis{k,1}.crystal_axis(3*i,1:3),Axis);
xxx = [x1 x2 x3];
xxx = xxx/norm(xxx);
%xxx = abs(xxx); %sharmin commented it out
Orientation_Matrix{k,1}.orientation_matrix(i,1:3)=xxx;
Orientation_Matrix{k,1}.orientation_matrix(i,4)=i;
clear x1 x2 x3 xxx
end
end
inpol= Orientation_Matrix{k,1}.orientation_matrix;
save('inpole.mat','inpol');
end
fprintf('Successful\n')
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end
function []=InvPoleStereoPlot(Orientation_Matrix,filenum,Axis,startfile,varargin)
%The following Function is created by Panzarino et. al in Grain Tracking Algorithom
%The function is slightly modified by Sharmin Abdullah for Semiconductor Compounds
such as full sample of CdTe and CdS layers Analysis
% This function is used to draw plots to visualize grain tracking through inverse pole figure
%% Create Stereographic Inverse Pole Triangle Plot
% varargin{1} = singlegraintracking:Choose 0 for all grains on # of plots
% varargin{2} = GOIS:If 1 above, then choose which "grains of interest"
%
to track using the following format: GOIS=[4 26 24 31 46];
% GN=['G1';'G2';'G3';'G4';'G5'];
if nargin==5
singlegraintracking=varargin{1};
end
if nargin==6
singlegraintracking=varargin{1};
GOIS=varargin{2};
end
if nargin > 6
error('Invalid Input Parameters (refer to function annotations)')
end
fprintf('...Plotting Pole Figures\n')
%% Preliminaries
% Define Hot Color Scheme
if filenum > 4
warning('off','MATLAB:NonIntegerInput')
color1=1:(filenum-1)/2;
color1=color1./((filenum-1)/2);
color=[0,color1;zeros(1,((filenum-1)/2+1))]';
color(:,3)=0;
color2=zeros(size(color));
color2(:,1)=1;
color2(1:end,2)=color(:,1);
color=[color;color2];
color=unique(color,'rows');
elseif filenum ==4
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color=[0 1 0;1 0 0;1 1 0;0.2 1 0.94];
elseif filenum ==3
color=[0 1 0;1 0 0;1 1 0];
%color=[0 1 0;1 0 0;0 0 1];
elseif filenum ==2
color=[0 1 0;0 0 1];
else
error('Not Enough Input Files: Color Scheme Error)')
end
%%
if singlegraintracking == 0 && nargin==5 %Tracking all points with t # of plots
% Begin Plotting
for j=startfile:filenum
figure(j+1)
x=-1;
y=0;
r=sqrt(2);
ang=0:0.01:45/3;
xp=r*cosd(ang);
yp=r*sind(ang);
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'color','black','linewidth',3);
hold on
line([0 .4142],[0 0],'color','black','linewidth',3);
line([0 .3660],[0 .3660],'color','black','linewidth',3);
% Find reference points for common crystal planes
l=['001';'101';'111';'010';'110'];
p =[0 0 1;1 0 1;1 1 1;0 1 0;1 1 0];
axis off
grid off
for i = 1:3
p1=p(i,:)./norm(p(i,:));
q=(1./(p1(1,3)+1))*p1(1,:);
grid on
plot(q(:,1),q(:,2),'.','Color','black')
dx = [-0.038 0.009 0.009]; dy = [-0.009 -0.009 0.009]; % displacement so the text does not
overlay the data points
text(q(:,1)+dx(i), q(:,2)+dy(i), l((i),:), 'FontSize',30);
end
%Plot Labels
title(sprintf('[%d%d%d] Inverse Pole File %d',Axis,j))
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xlabel('X')
ylabel('Y')
% Plot Identified Grain Orientations Sterographically
dx = -0.02; dy = 0.02;
dots=[];
norvec=[];
norvec=Orientation_Matrix{j,1}.orientation_matrix(:,1:3);
norvec1=abs(norvec); %original matrix of normals
%Begin imposing stereographic symmetry (24 triangles of symmetry)
norvec=[norvec1;-norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2:3)]; %-x
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) -1*norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3)]; %-y
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3)];%-x & -y
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 1
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 2
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 1 & 2
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[z x y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-z x y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[z -x y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-z -x y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[z y x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-z y x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-z -y x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[z -y x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[y z x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-y z x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-y -z x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[y -z x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[x z y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-x z y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-x -z y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[x -z y]
%renormalize all vectors
for k=1:numel(norvec(:,1))
norvec(k,:)=norvec(k,:)./norm(norvec(k,:));
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end
%Plot all points sterographically
number=numel(norvec1(:,1)); %number of grains
dots1=[];
for l=1:24
for i=1:number
q=(1./(norvec(number*(l-1)+i,3)+1))*norvec(number*(l-1)+i,:);
grid on
% hold on
dots=[q(:,1),q(:,2),i];
dots1=[dots1;dots];
end
end
%Find points within triangle and plot
triangle = find(dots1(:,1) >= 0 & dots1(:,2) >= 0 & dots1(:,2) <= dots1(:,1) & dots1(:,1) <=
0.4143 & ((dots1(:,1)+1).^2 + (dots1(:,2)).^2 <= 2));
stereopoints = dots1(triangle,:);
% stereopoints=dots1;
clear i
if singlegraintracking==0
for i =1:numel(stereopoints(:,1))
plot(stereopoints(i,1),stereopoints(i,2),'o','MarkerFaceColor',[1 0.2
0],'markersize',12,'markeredgecolor','black')
dx = -0.0009; dy = 0.000009; % displacement so the text does not overlay the data
points
text(stereopoints(i,1)+dx,stereopoints(i,2)+dy, {stereopoints(i,3)});
end
end
end
end
grid off
axis off
%%
if singlegraintracking == 0 && nargin==6 %Tracking all points with t # of plots
% Begin Plotting
for j=startfile:filenum
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x=-1;
y=0;
r=sqrt(2);
ang=0:0.01:45/3;
xp=r*cosd(ang);
yp=r*sind(ang);
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'color','black','linewidth',3);
hold on
line([0 .4142],[0 0],'color','black','linewidth',3);
line([0 .3660],[0 .3660],'color','black','linewidth',3);
% Find reference points for common crystal planes
l=['001';'101';'111';'010';'110'];
p =[0 0 1;1 0 1;1 1 1;0 1 0;1 1 0];
axis off
grid off
for i = 1:3
p1=p(i,:)./norm(p(i,:));
q=(1./(p1(1,3)+1))*p1(1,:);
grid on
plot(q(:,1),q(:,2),'.','Color','black')
dx = [-0.038 0.009 0.009]; dy = [-0.009 -0.009 0.009]; % displacement so the text does not
overlay the data points
text(q(:,1)+dx(i), q(:,2)+dy(i), l((i),:), 'FontSize',30);
end
%Plot Labels
title(sprintf('[%d%d%d] Inverse Pole File %d',Axis,j))
xlabel('X')
ylabel('Y')
% Plot Identified Grain Orientations Sterographically
dx = -0.02; dy = 0.02;
dots=[];
norvec=[];
norvec=Orientation_Matrix{j,1}.orientation_matrix(:,1:3);
norvec1=abs(norvec); %original matrix of normals
%Begin imposing stereographic symmetry (24 triangles of symmetry)
norvec=[norvec1;-norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2:3)]; %-x
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) -1*norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3)]; %-y
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norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3)];%-x & -y
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 1
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 2
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 1&2
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[z x y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-z x y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[z -x y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-z -x y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[z y x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-z y x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-z -y x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[z -y x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[y z x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-y z x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-y -z x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[y -z x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[x z y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-x z y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-x -z y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[x -z y]
%renormalize all vectors
for k=1:numel(norvec(:,1))
norvec(k,:)=norvec(k,:)./norm(norvec(k,:));
end
%Plot all points sterographically
number=numel(norvec1(:,1)); %number of grains
dots1=[];
for l=1:24
for i=1:number
q=(1./(norvec(number*(l-1)+i,3)+1))*norvec(number*(l-1)+i,:);
grid on
% hold on
dots=[q(:,1),q(:,2),i];
dots1=[dots1;dots];
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end
end
%Find points within triangle and plot
triangle = find(dots1(:,1) >= 0 & dots1(:,2) >= 0 & dots1(:,2) <= dots1(:,1) & dots1(:,1) <=
0.4143 & ((dots1(:,1)+1).^2 + (dots1(:,2)).^2 <= 2));
stereopoints = dots1(triangle,:);
% stereopoints=dots1;
clear i
if singlegraintracking==0
for i =1:numel(stereopoints(:,1))
plot(stereopoints(i,1),stereopoints(i,2),'o','MarkerFaceColor',color(j,:),'markersize',12,'markere
dgecolor','black')
dx = -0.0009; dy = 0.000009; % displacement so the text does not overlay the data
points
text(stereopoints(i,1)+dx,stereopoints(i,2)+dy, {stereopoints(i,3)});
end
end
end
end
grid off
axis off
%%
if singlegraintracking == 1 && nargin==5 %Tracking each grain on g # of plots
% Begin Plotting
for GOI=1:max(Orientation_Matrix{1,1}.orientation_matrix(:,4)) %For all grains
hold on
figure(GOI)
for j=startfile:filenum
x=-1;
y=0;
r=sqrt(2);
ang=0:0.01:45/3;
xp=r*cosd(ang);
yp=r*sind(ang);
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'color','black','linewidth',3);
hold on
line([0 .4142],[0 0],'color','black','linewidth',3);
line([0 .3660],[0 .3660],'color','black','linewidth',3);
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% Find reference points for common crystal planes
l=['001';'101';'111';'010';'110'];
p =[0 0 1;1 0 1;1 1 1;0 1 0;1 1 0];
axis off
grid off
for i = 1:3
p1=p(i,:)./norm(p(i,:));
q=(1./(p1(1,3)+1))*p1(1,:);
grid on
plot(q(:,1),q(:,2),'.','Color','black')
dx = [-0.038 0.009 0.009]; dy = [-0.009 -0.009 0.009]; % displacement so the text does
not overlay the data points
text(q(:,1)+dx(i), q(:,2)+dy(i), l((i),:), 'FontSize',30);
end
%Plot Labels
title(sprintf('[%d%d%d] Inverse Pole',Axis))
xlabel('X')
ylabel('Y')
% Plot Identified Grain Orientations Sterographically
dx = -0.02; dy = 0.02;
dots=[];
norvec=[];
norvec=Orientation_Matrix{j,1}.orientation_matrix(:,1:3);
norvec1=abs(norvec); %original matrix of normals
%Begin imposing stereographic symmetry (24 triangles of symmetry)
norvec=[norvec1;-norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2:3)]; %-x
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) -1*norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3)]; %-y
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3)];%-x & -y
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 1
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 2
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)];%switch x & y then neg col 1-2
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[z x y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-z x y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[z -x y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-z -x y]
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norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[z y x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-z y x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-z -y x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[z -y x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[y z x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-y z x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-y -z x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[y -z x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[x z y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-x z y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-x -z y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[x -z y]
%renormalize all vectors
for k=1:numel(norvec(:,1))
norvec(k,:)=norvec(k,:)./norm(norvec(k,:));
end
%Plot all points sterographically
number=numel(norvec1(:,1)); %number of grains
dots1=[];
for l=1:24
for i=1:number
q=(1./(norvec(number*(l-1)+i,3)+1))*norvec(number*(l-1)+i,:);
grid on
% hold on
dots=[q(:,1),q(:,2),i];
dots1=[dots1;dots];
end
end
%Find points within triangle and plot
triangle = find(dots1(:,1) >= 0 & dots1(:,2) >= 0 & dots1(:,2) <= dots1(:,1) & dots1(:,1) <=
0.4143 & ((dots1(:,1)+1).^2 + (dots1(:,2)).^2 <= 2));
stereopoints = dots1(triangle,:);
% stereopoints=dots1;
clear i
if singlegraintracking==1
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stereopoints=stereopoints(find(stereopoints(:,3)==GOI),:);
plot(stereopoints(:,1),stereopoints(:,2),'o','MarkerFaceColor',color(j,:),'markersize',12,'markere
dgecolor','black')
dx = -0.035; dy = 0.0009; % displacement so the text does not overlay the data points
if j==1
text(stereopoints(:,1)+dx,stereopoints(:,2)+dy, {stereopoints(1,3)});
end
end
end
end
grid off
axis off
end
%%
if singlegraintracking == 1 && nargin==6
for p=1:numel(GOIS);
GOI=GOIS(1,p);
% Begin Plotting
for j=startfile:filenum
if p==1
x=-1;
y=0;
r=sqrt(2);
ang=0:0.01:45/3;
xp=r*cosd(ang);
yp=r*sind(ang);
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'color','black','linewidth',3);
hold on
line([0 .4142],[0 0],'color','black','linewidth',3);
line([0 .3660],[0 .3660],'color','black','linewidth',3);
end
% Find reference points for common crystal planes
l=['001';'101';'111';'010';'110'];
p =[0 0 1;1 0 1;1 1 1;0 1 0;1 1 0];
axis off
grid off
if j==1
for i = 1:3
p1=p(i,:)./norm(p(i,:));
q=(1./(p1(1,3)+1))*p1(1,:);
grid on
plot(q(:,1),q(:,2),'.','Color','black')
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dx = [-0.038 0.009 0.009]; dy = [-0.009 -0.009 0.009]; % displacement so the text
does not overlay the data points
text(q(:,1)+dx(i), q(:,2)+dy(i), l((i),:), 'FontSize',30);
end
end
%Plot Labels
% title(j)
% title(fprintf(%d Inverse Pole of G%d,Axis,GOIS()
xlabel('X')
ylabel('Y')
% Plot Identified Grain Orientations Sterographically
dx = -0.02; dy = 0.02;
dots=[];
norvec=[];
norvec=Orientation_Matrix{j,1}.orientation_matrix(:,1:3);
norvec1=abs(norvec); %original matrix of normals
%Begin imposing stereographic symmetry (24 triangles of symmetry)
norvec=[norvec1;-norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2:3)]; %-x
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) -1*norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3)]; %-y
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3)];%-x & -y
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)];%switch x & y then neg col 1
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)]; %switch x & y then neg col 2
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3)];%switch x & y then neg col 1-2
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[z x y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-z x y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[z -x y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-z -x y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[z y x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-z y x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-z -y x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,3) -norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,1)]; %[z -y x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[y z x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-y z x]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[-y -z x]
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norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,2) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,1)]; %[y -z x]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[x z y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-x z y]
norvec=[norvec;-norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[-x -z y]
norvec=[norvec;norvec1(:,1) -norvec1(:,3) norvec1(:,2)]; %[x -z y]
%renormalize all vectors
for k=1:numel(norvec(:,1))
norvec(k,:)=norvec(k,:)./norm(norvec(k,:));
end
%Plot all points sterographically
number=numel(norvec1(:,1)); %number of grains
dots1=[];
for l=1:24
for i=1:number
q=(1./(norvec(number*(l-1)+i,3)+1))*norvec(number*(l-1)+i,:);
grid on
% hold on
dots=[q(:,1),q(:,2),i];
dots1=[dots1;dots];
end
end
%Find points within triangle and plot
triangle = find(dots1(:,1) >= 0 & dots1(:,2) >= 0 & dots1(:,2) <= dots1(:,1) & dots1(:,1) <=
0.4143 & ((dots1(:,1)+1).^2 + (dots1(:,2)).^2 <= 2));
stereopoints = dots1(triangle,:);
% stereopoints=dots1;
clear i
if singlegraintracking==1
stereopoints=stereopoints(find(stereopoints(:,3)==GOI),:);
plot(stereopoints(:,1),stereopoints(:,2),'o','MarkerFaceColor',color(j,:),'markersize',12,'markere
dgecolor','black')
dx = -0.035; dy = 0.0009; % displacement so the text does not overlay the data points
if j==1
text(stereopoints(:,1)+dx,stereopoints(:,2)+dy, {stereopoints(1,3)}, 'fontsize',30);
end
end
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end
end
title(sprintf('[%d%d%d] Inverse Pole Individual Grain Tracking',Axis))
grid off
axis off
end
fprintf('Done\n')
Appendix E- Grain Orientation through Inverse Pole Figure
%%The following code was used to observe orientation of each grain through inverse pole
figure
figure;
filenum = 7;
startfile=1;
%StereoPlotParameters1=0; % 0 value will show all the grains
StereoPlotParameters1=0;
StereoPlotParameters2=0; % 0 value will show all the grains
%StereoPlotParameters2=[1 2 4 5 6]; % [1 2 3] will show grain no 1,2 & 3
InvPoleStereoPlot(Orientation_Matrix,filenum,Axis,startfile,StereoPlotParameters1,StereoPlotP
arameters2)
Appendix F- Grain Orientation with Plane Information
%Plane color map achieved from different viewing direction
% Orientation Map, InversePole, Crystal_Symmetry functions are used from GTA tool
Crystal_Axis_No_Mapping= Crystal_Axis;
[Orientation_Matrix1] = InversePole(Axis,Crystal_Axis_No_Mapping,filenum);
[Orientation_Matrix2] =
Crystal_Symmetry_For_Orientation_Map(Orientation_Matrix1,filenum);
for k = 1:filenum %added the plus 10 for figure printing. conflicted with main figure GUI
OrientationMap(A_Matrix,Orientation_Matrix2,k) %added +10 to this function
end
% figure(gcf+1) %Generate new figure
figure(get(gcf,'Number')+1)
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image(imread('Key.jpg'))
%OrientationMap Function originally developed by Panzarino
%Modified by Sharmin Abdullah according to their sample requirements
function OrientationMap(A_Matrix_New,Orientation_Matrix,file)
%% Orientation Map
opengl hardware;
opengl info;
set(0, 'DefaultFigureRenderer', 'OpenGL');
fprintf('...Building Maps & Key. Please Wait \n')
%figure(gcf + 1)
figure(get(gcf,'Number')+1)
hold on
%%Turn off the axis
set(gca,'visible','off')
%%Set the background to white
set(gcf,'color','w');
filenum = file;
%%
%INPUT
%scale = 30;%the size of the dots
scale = 150; %sharmin's edition
tolerance = 1; %tolerance for the box
%tolerance = 1;%sharmin's edition
color = 'k'; %Color of the lines
angle_x = 180; %Viewing angle
angle_y = 180;
angle_z = 160;
view([angle_x, angle_y, angle_z]);
%view([-1 -0.1 0.1 ])
%Box Parameters
AA = min(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(:,1)) - tolerance;
BB = max(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(:,1)) + tolerance;
CC = min(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(:,2)) - tolerance;
DD = max(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(:,2)) + tolerance;
EE = min(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(:,3))- tolerance;
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FF = max(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(:,3)) + tolerance;
%%Plot the 6 lines
%# plot the first line
hold on
if false %% plot the lines
% plot3([BB, BB],[CC,DD], [EE,EE],'-','LineWidth',thickness,'Color',color,'MarkerFaceColor',[.49 1
.63],'MarkerSize',10);
% plot3([BB, BB],[CC,DD], [FF,FF],'-','LineWidth',thickness,'Color',color,'MarkerFaceColor',[.49 1
.63],'MarkerSize',10);
end
hold on
%Plot all boundary atoms
gatoms=find(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(:,6)==2);
scatter3(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(gatoms,1),...
A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(gatoms,2),...
A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(gatoms,3),...
scale, 'o','filled','markerfacecolor','black')
hold on
%Plot all grain atoms
for G=1:numel(Orientation_Matrix{filenum,1}.orientation_matrix(:,1)) %for all grains
gatoms=find(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(:,8)==G);
scatter3(A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(gatoms,1),...
A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(gatoms,2),...
A_Matrix_New{filenum,1}.data(gatoms,3),...
scale, 'o','filled','markerfacecolor',...
Orientation_Matrix{filenum,1}.orientation_matrix(G,5:7),'MarkerEdgeColor','k')
hold on
%axis square %Sharmin removed axis square to se the correct aspect ratio
axis equal
xlabel('x','fontsize',20) %sharmin added font size
ylabel('y','fontsize',20) %sharmin added font size
zlabel('z','fontsize',20) %sharmin added font size
% % Sharmin's edition to identify the hcp structures
A = A_Matrix_New{1,1}.data;
dy = 10;
dz = 10;
% Aidx= A;
xl= min(A(:,1));
xu= max(A(:,1));
x2=20 ;% for sig 3 boundary scaling
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y1 = 160;
y2 = 180;
yl = min(A(:,2));
yu = max(A(:,2))-dy;
zl= min(A(:,3));
zu= max(A(:,3))-dz;
%idx3 for identifying index of the hcp
idx3 = find(A(:,4)==2 & A(:,1)>=xl & A(:,1)<=xu & A(:,2)>=yl & A(:,2)<=yu & A(:,3)>zl &
A(:,3)<=zu);
Aidx3 = A(idx3,:);
scatter3(Aidx3(:,1), Aidx3(:,2), Aidx3(:,3),150,'filled','w','Linewidth',0.1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k'); %
hcp structure identification
hold on;
%idx for identifying FCC atoms not in any grain
idx4 = find(A(:,4)==1 & A(:,8) == 0 & A(:,1)>=xl & A(:,1)<=xu & A(:,2)>=yl & A(:,2)<=yu & A(:,3)>zl
& A(:,3)<=zu);
Aidx4= A(idx4,:);
scatter3(Aidx4(:,1), Aidx4(:,2), Aidx4(:,3),150,[0.75 0.75
0.75],'filled','Linewidth',0.1,'MarkerEdgeColor','k'); %FCC no orientation info
view([-1 -0.1 0.1 ])
%view(180,0) % from negative y dir
view(0,90) % from positive z dir
end
end
Appendix G- Modified MATLAB code to run GTA Tool
To execute the GTA tool in MatLab 2016, the code (GRAIN_TRACKING_ALGORITHM.m
script, line number 638) of Panzarino et al [25] was modified as highlighted.
%%TypeofPlots == 4 from Main Original Code
function pushbutton6_callback(hObject,eventdata)
prompt ='Choose a simulation direction to inversely project orientation normals
stereographically: Use the format: [a b c]';
dlg_title = 'Orientation Mapping';
num_lines = 1;
def = {''};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def);
Axis = str2num(answer{1});
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try
h5 = msgbox('Running!');
[Orientation_Matrix] = InversePole(Axis,Crystal_Axis_No_Mapping,filenum);
delete(h5);
catch
delete(h5);
errordlg('Please Load Data from Grain Visualization');
end
[Orientation_Matrix] =
Crystal_Symmetry_For_Orientation_Map(Orientation_Matrix,filenum);
for k = 1:filenum %added the plus 10 for figure printing. conflicted with main figure GUI
OrientationMap(A_Matrix,Orientation_Matrix,k) %added +10 to this function
end
% figure(gcf+1) %Generate new figure
figure(get(gcf,'Number')+1)
image(imread('Key.png')) %Plot The Key on this Figure
% GenerateOrientationKey(k + 11) %Manual Generation of Key Triangle
% (higher Quality, longer run time)
msgbox('Visualization Complete!');
end
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